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welcome
We are in the midst of an information revolution — an epic change in the way information is 

produced, shared and preserved. As we look back over the past year, I am proud of what we 

have achieved as we embraced the potential afforded by this rapid growth in technology and 

the culture of collaboration evident in today’s academic libraries.

 

Our extraordinary staff, with their deep expertise, creativity and dedication, have built capacity 

for far-reaching digital scholarship and preservation initiatives; acquired remarkable special 

collections, which digitization projects continue to make more available from anywhere 

to the world’s researchers; acted as partners in the dissemination of student and faculty 

research; cultivated partnerships with international colleagues to share specialized expertise 

and collaboratively broaden access to collections; engaged with our community through 

exhibitions, lectures and special events which drew participation from both the university and 

local communities; and through their own research, expanded knowledge about librarianship 

and information access.

 

We are moving into the new year with a brand new strategic plan, unveiled in October. The 

culmination of an extensive consultation process, the plan outlines our key priorities for the 

next five years — comprehensive collections, singular spaces, innovative inquiry, exceptional 

engagement and strategic stewardship.

 

I look forward to touching base again next year with news of our progress on these strategic 

priorities. In the meantime, I am always interested in hearing from you. Please feel free to 

contact me at any time with your thoughts and ideas.

 

With best regards,

Larry P. Alford
Chief Librarian 

chieflibrarian@utoronto.ca
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The University of Toronto Libraries’ long tradition of using 

technology to support learning and research began in 1961 

when the foundation for the MARC standard for stor-

ing bibliographic data was created here, leading to the first 

computer generated catalogue in any library. Today, we are 

at the forefront of digital preservation and access, working 

to transform the library into a modern laboratory of inno-

vation, enabling new forms of research and contributing to 

the development of a national digital preservation strategy. 

▼ 

Scholars Portal, a service of the Ontario Council of Univer-

sity Libraries (OCUL) based at Robarts Library, became the 

first certified Trustworthy Digital Repository for e-journals 

in Canada. The certification recognizes that Scholars Portal 

is supported and structured properly to protect the schol-

arly record for generations to come. This accomplishment 

puts UTL and Scholars Portal in an elite group of preser-

vation institutions, serving as a basis for more far-reaching 

preservation initiatives in the future. 

—

UTL enhanced its capacity for digital scholarship and 

support for high-volume data by upgrading our storage 

infrastructure including server virtualization and a 20-fold 

increase in bandwidth to the data centre to support high-

volume data throughput. 

—

The Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities awarded 

a Productivity and Innovation Fund grant to the University 

of Toronto Libraries, and nine OCUL partner libraries, to 

build a high capacity, geographically distributed storage and 

computer network using proven and scalable open source 

cloud technologies. The Ontario Digital Library Research 

Cloud (ODLRC) project, which will be developed and 

managed by Scholars Portal with support from UTL’s Infor-

mation Technology Services department, will create a sus-

tainable means for Ontario’s university libraries to preserve 

large volumes of digital content for the long term, and will 

support data and text mining using innovative research tools.

INNoVATIoN
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INNoVATIoN

“UTL remains 
the most 
important 
part of the 
academic 
infrastructure 
at U of T to 
me. It is 
a superb 
resource. I feel 
very fortunate 
to have access 
to it.”

FACULTy 
MeMber, 
MUsIC And 
PerFOrMIng 
ArTs 

—

Planning began for the Canadian Text Archive Centre 

(CTAC). UTL’s Information Technology Services depart-

ment and Scholars Portal will lead the development of this 

important digital repository, which will utilize the infra-

structure put into place by the ODLRC project. Once 

developed, CTAC will function as the cornerstone for a rich 

digital scholarship program across the University of Toronto.

—

UTL was the lead partner for the Accessible Content 

E-Portal (ACE) Pilot Project, a collaboration between the 

Ontario Council of University Libraries (OCUL) and the 

University of Toronto, with support from the Government 

of Ontario as a part of the EnAbling Change program. The 

ACE Pilot Project was designed to enhance the ability of 

university libraries throughout Ontario to provide barrier-

free access to textual resources for students and faculty with 

various reading and print disabilities through the develop-

ment of a secure, easy-to-use web application for the dis-

covery and downloading of digital materials in accessible 

formats. The repository, which in 2014 became a Scholars 

Portal core service, currently offers over 1,100 accessible 

texts in five different formats. This project also produced 

an Accessibility Toolkit designed to support OCUL institu-

tions in AODA compliance. 

—

Our Information Technology Services department com-

pleted a responsive redesign of the library catalogue result-

ing in a flexible and streamlined web interface. The update 

was done in close consultation with library users and is in 

response to requests for seamless access to collections on 

multiple mobile platforms.

—

As lead institution, the University of Toronto, together 

with McMaster University, Queen’s University, Western 

University and the University of Ottawa, was awarded a 

Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities Productiv-

ity and Innovation Fund grant to establish a Shared High 

Density Library Facility. This strategic collaboration and 

partnership will form the foundation of an effective pro-

vincial print preservation strategy for the institutions to 

ensure a secure shared ‘last copy of record’ for important 

but lesser used scholarly works. As a result of this funding, 

we will be able to expand the construction plan for the 

UTL at Downsview storage facility to increase the capacity 

of the existing building to five million volumes from two 

million volumes, meeting the library storage needs of the 

participating universities for eight or more years to come.

Left: Professor Michelle Alexopoulos delivers a lecture at Robarts 
Library, “From Economics to Culturomics: What can Library Col-
lections tell us about Innovation and Prosperity?’’ 
The University of Toronto Libraries’ state-of-the-

art data centre houses approximately 450 terabytes 

of data and will soon expand its storage capacity into 

the 1.5 petabytes range. U of T Professor of Econom-

ics, Michelle Alexopoulos, is using some of this data to 

analyse long-term trends in technological innovation 

to develop ways of understanding and predicting the 

economic future by looking at how micro-events over 

the course of a century predict macro-trends. To do this 

work, she is using massive computer capacity to digi-

tally ‘scrape’ this information from online library col-

lections — work that would have taken researchers one 

hundred or more years to do in the past. This type of 

scholarship is possible now because of the pioneering 

work of libraries and librarians. 

—

As part of the University’s development team to sup-

port U of T’s entry into Massive Open Online Courses 

(MOOCs), librarians worked alongside instructors to 

address copyright-related questions and issues in MOOC 

course development. They helped MOOC instructors 

navigate permissions for embedding copyrighted content 

in videos and verified open-access resources that could be 

used as supporting materials. 
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The University of Toronto Libraries are cultivating part-

nerships with international colleagues to build and broaden 

access to collections, and share specialized expertise. Inter-

national collaborations are becoming increasingly impor-

tant as global information resources grow exponentially. 

▼ 

A formal agreement for academic cooperation signed with 

the National Library of China (NLC) will increase access 

to the significant rare and special collections held by both 

institutions through joint acquisition and digitization pro-

jects. To acquire items that are not broadly available com-

mercially it is often necessary to purchase them directly 

from local merchants. Assistance from NLC staff with these 

local purchases will help build deep collections which 

include unique materials not widely available elsewhere. 

This partnership will benefit University of Toronto stu-

dents, faculty and scholars around the globe, and local 

members of the public who are welcome to use the col-

lections through the Cheng Yu Tung East Asian Library and 

Richard Charles Lee Canada-Hong Kong Library.

—

A joint initiative is underway with the Royal Ontario 

Museum to inventory its collection of Chinese Rubbings 

with the goal of engaging the National Library of China in 

digitizing this collection of international significance. 

—

An agreement was signed with the National Library of 

Korea to collaboratively digitize and preserve a body of rare 

Korean correspondence held in the Cheng Yu Tung East 

Asian Library. The Min Family Correspondence Collection is 

INTeRNATIoNAl 
collABoRATIoN

Above: Chief Librarian, Larry P. Alford, with Ms. Chang Pijun, Deputy Director, National Library of China. 
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comprised of 883 items, including reports sent by farm-

ers to their landlords dating from the late nineteenth to 

the beginning of the twentieth century. Digitization of the 

items was carried out by the University of Toronto Librar-

ies’ Information Technology Services unit. The digitized 

collection will be accessible via the websites of the Uni-

versity of Toronto Libraries and the National Library of 

Korea once scholars have created metadata for each of the 

documents, which are hand-written in Hancha (traditional 

Chinese characters).

“The online 
journal 
collections are 
great — the 
envy of 
colleagues 
at other 
institutions, 
including 
some 
world class 
facilities.”

reseArCher, 
sOCIAL 
sCIenCes And 
PsyChOLOgy

Left: Material from the Tibetan collection in the Cheng Yu Tung 
East Asian Library
A collaboration with Columbia University is harness-

ing existing expertise in Tibetan collection services at 

both universities to increase the availability of Tibetan 

resources to a wider community of scholars in both 

Canada and the United States. The faculties and stu-

dents of both institutions are benefiting from the inno-

vative service model created by the partnership, which 

provides for jointly sponsored acquisitions trips to Asia 

to enhance the Tibetan collections at both universities, 

and a shared point of service for research consultations.  

Dr. Lauran Hartley, Tibetan Studies Librarian at Colum-

bia University, provides reference assistance for Tibetan 

Studies collections to the U of T community as part of 

this new partnership.

Current InternatIonal PartnershIPs 
•	 Columbia University 

•	 Humboldt University Library 

•	 Keio University Library

•	 Kyusha University Library

•	 National Central Library (Taiwan)

•	 National Library of China 

•	 National Library of Korea

•	 Peking University Library

•	 Shanghai International Studies University Library 

•	 Shanghai Library
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suppoRTINg fAculTy 
& sTudeNTs

Above: Students make good use of the electronic teaching lab on the fourth floor.

The Libraries’ team of over 500 librarians, library techni-

cians, archivists and other specialists are using new tech-

nologies, as well as time-honoured methods, to support 

students and faculty wherever they are, to help build new 

scholarly publishing models in a rapidly evolving informa-

tion environment, and to act as partners in the dissemina-

tion of student and faculty research. 

▼ 

Two thousand randomly selected first-year students 

enrolled in the Faculty of Arts and Science and three hun-

dred Engineering students at the St. George campus were 

matched with a personal librarian this year. The librarians, 

assigned approximately 100 students each, communicate 

with their students around key milestone dates to offer 

advice and assistance to navigate the libraries and services. 

The project, which began as a pilot with 1,000 students and 

10 librarians in 2012, helps librarians better understand the 

concerns of new students, and enables students to better 

understand the ways that librarians can support and nurture 

their academic success.

—

In collaboration with eight other Ontario universities, 52 

UTL librarians and interns provided real-time research 

assistance through instant messaging to 3,900 students and 

faculty via the Ask a Librarian chat reference service this 

year. Ask a Librarian, a service of the Ontario Council of 

University Libraries and Scholars Portal, based at the Uni-

versity of Toronto, is open until 10 pm most evenings dur-

ing the academic year. 

—
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The Gerstein Science Information Centre welcomed Bella, 

a St. John Ambulance Therapy Dog, to the library during 

exam periods to provide relief to stressed-out students. 

Dogs and other animals have been shown to reduce blood 

pressure, cortisol production, and stress and anxiety in gen-

eral. Gerstein staff felt this was a great way to use scientific 

evidence to design a program for the benefit of all U of T 

students. Bella greeted several hundred staff and students 

and even garnered media attention from CityNews and 

Global News.  

—

The Libraries partnered with the Urban Studies Program 

at Innis College to sponsor a day-long showcase of under-

graduate research: Talking about Cities: An Undergraduate 

Conference. Student panel presentations were moderated 

by faculty from across U of T. Fifteen undergraduates pre-

sented their research on all aspects of cities — history, geog-

raphy, economics, design, environment, policy, planning and 

more. The students were well prepared with pre-conference 

training on abstract writing and presentation skills provided 

by the Libraries. 

—

The fall 2012 completion of renovations to create new stu-

dent space on the 4th floor of Robarts Library was the lat-

est in a major renewal process supported by a generous lead 

gift from Russell and Katherine Morrison. The new space, 

shortlisted for the 2013 LEAF Interior Design Awards, is 

full of light and the latest technologies to support teach-

ing and learning. A new electronic teaching lab provides 40 

workstations for library instruction and student use when-

ever the library is open. 

—

The University of Toronto Libraries launched an Open 

Access Author Fund pilot in October 2012. The fund was 

created to encourage and support University of Toronto 

faculty members, librarians, continuing staff, currently reg-

istered students and postdoctoral fellows who wish to make 

their scholarly work available via open access publishing 

and who are required to pay an article processing fee in 

order to make this possible. Forty-two articles have been 

reimbursed from this fund to date, from a variety of depart-

ments. The pilot phase has been extended to April 30, 2014 

after which time the project will be reviewed. 

—

A new Student Advisory Committee was created to gener-

ate more direct and meaningful communication between 

the student body and the Libraries. Participating students 

will receive credit on their Co-Curricular Record.

—

The Libraries created a Scholarly Communications and 

Copyright Office which provides a range of services to fac-

ulty, staff and students, including copyright consultations, 

open access publishing assistance and licensing assistance.

Above: Students participate in a stretch session at Robarts Library during the exam period. 

“I had an 
awesome 
librarian sit 
down with me 
and help get 
me started 
on a research 
project — very 
helpful.” 

UndergrAdUATe 
sTUdenT
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specIAl collecTIoNs
The University of Toronto Libraries have once again been 

ranked as one of the top three library systems in North 

America by the Association of Research Libraries, partly in 

recognition of our world-class collections. Our more than 

12 million volumes in 341 languages and almost 30,000 

linear metres of archival material include stunning special 

collections which support the University’s teaching and 

research. Digitization projects continue to make more and 

more of this rare material available to the world’s research-

ers. Following are highlights of this year’s acquisitions and 

digitization projects. 

new aCquIsItIons 
Marshall McLuhan Library: The Thomas Fisher Rare 

Book Library acquired the intact library of Marshall McLu-

han consisting of over 6,000 volumes, his entire working 

library from the time of his student days at Cambridge 

to his death in 1980. The McLuhan library is special in 

another way. McLuhan’s normal working method was to 

take notes in his books. His library is in effect an extension 

of his archive. As he read he took notes, keyed to passages 

in the text, and also continued to add comments and ideas 

as he came back to those texts after first reading. This is a 

very significant acquisition with enormous future research 

potential.

Personal correspondence of General James Wolfe 

(1727–1759): The acquisition of this archive of national 

importance to Canada’s heritage by the Thomas Fisher 

Rare Book Library was made possible by the generous 

philanthropic support of Helmhorst Investments Limited 

and the assistance of the Department of Canadian Herit-

age. The story of Wolfe’s death during the 1759 Battle of 

Quebec is familiar to many Canadians. His letters home to 

his family, which have been in private hands since the death 

of his mother in 1764, are the main documentary source 

for his life. The 229 autographed letters include the first, 

written to his mother at the age of thirteen as he was pre-

paring to depart for war, and the last, written within sight 

of Quebec just two weeks before his death. They add very 
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significantly both to the detail and the overall picture of the 

published records of Wolfe’s career. Plans for their digitiza-

tion are underway so that this important historical material 

can be made widely available.  

The Allen Ginsberg Photography Collection: 

Through the generosity of the Larry and Cookie Rossy 

Family Foundation, the University acquired the world’s 

largest collection of photographs by the late beat poet Allen 

Ginsberg. The 7,686 photographs housed in the Thomas 

Fisher Rare Book Library and 236 silver gelatin prints at 

the University of Toronto Art Centre include portraits of 

prominent figures such as John Cage, Bob Dylan, Willem 

de Kooning, Paul McCartney and Iggy Pop. The earliest 

prints date from the mid-1950s and include some unique 

and wonderful photographs of most of the key figures of 

the Beat period. They extend through to the 1990s and 
capture many of Ginsberg’s friends and acquaintances. 

The collection also contains many self portraits of Gins-

berg, from young poet to aged sage of the Beat generation. 

Many of the photographs are now accessible via Flickr at  

http://go.utlib.ca/ginsberg/.

MakIng ColleCtIons PublICly aCCessIble 
vIa DIgItIzatIon 
The heritage.utoronto.ca website was launched in the 

fall of 2012 as a tri-campus initiative by the University 

of Toronto Libraries’ Information Technology Ser-

vices unit, Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library, University 

Archives, U of T Mississauga Library and U of T Scar-

borough Library. The site includes rare footage of the 

1939 Royal visit to Hart House; the building of Robarts 

Library in the late 1960s; a Hart House debate addressed 

by Lester Pearson; and photos of now-famous University 

figures, including Marshal McLuhan as a faculty member 

and a young Margaret Atwood addressing a crowd as a 

Writer-in-Residence at Massey College in 1972, among 

many other treasures. Much of the material featured on 

the site can be viewed in its original form at the University 

Archives and the Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library, both 

open to the public as well as to the U of T community.

The University of  Toronto Libraries’ Discovery of Insu-

lin collections were inscribed this year into UNESCO’s 

Memory of the World Register. The Discovery of Insu-

lin collections, Canada’s fourth addition to the Register, 

include original handwritten notes by the scientific team 

of Frederick Grant Banting, Charles 

Herbert Best, James Bertram Collip 

and John James Rickard Macleod 

concerning early experiments 

and the successful use of insulin at 

the University of  Toronto — the 

research which won Dr. Banting 

and Dr. Macleod the Nobel Prize 

for Medicine in 1923. Much of this 

documentation has been made pub-

licly available by the Thomas Fisher 

Rare Book Library through its Dis-

covery and Early Development of Insulin digital collection, 

and the material can be viewed in person by the public at 

the University of Toronto Archives and the Thomas Fisher 

Rare Book Library. 

Created in 1997, 

the Memory of the 

World Register pro-

tects and promotes 

the world’s docu-

mentary heritage. 

To be included, 

collections must 

have global signif-

icance and out-

standing universal 

value. 

“We are lucky 
to have such 
an excellent 
library, 
collection and 
staff. The 
libraries of the 
U of T are one 
reason why 
I spent my 
career here.” 

FACULTy 
MeMber, 
hUMAnITIes

Facing page: opening page spread from the Wolfe volume. This page, 
clockwise from left: photograph of Allen Ginsberg (self-portrait; © 
Allen Ginsberg LLC, 2013); photo collage from the Heritage website, 
showing  the Women’s Literary Society, University College, 1895; Mar-
garet Atwood, Writer-in-Residence at Massey College, 1972; Marshall 
McLuhan in 1973; students on the front campus, University College, 
ca. 1880; letter from a young patient named Myra to Dr. Banting.
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commuNITy 
eNgAgemeNT
FrIenDs oF FIsher leCture serIes 
October 1, 2012 Scott Schofield, The Library Within a 
Library: The Forbes Collection in the Thomas Fisher Rare Book 
Library. The John Seltzer and Mark Seltzer Memorial Lecture. 

March 5, 2013 Andrew Steeves, The Stacks School of Typo
graphy: The Role of Libraries and Archives in the Development of 
the Gaspereau Press. The Leon Katz Memorial Lecture.

April 2, 2013 Leslie A. Morris, Amy Lowell: Mighty Woman 
Book Hunter. The Gryphon Lecture on the History of the 
Book.

April 8, 2013 Shalom Sabar, Political Justice and the Image of 
the New Jew: The Historical and Artistic Context of the Szyk Hag
gadah. Sponsored by the Levenstein Family in memory of 
Larry Levenstein, the Centre for Jewish Studies, the Univer-
sity of Toronto, and the Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library. 

September 25, 2013 Mark Purcell, The Libraries of the 
National Trust. The John Seltzer and Mark Seltzer Memorial 
Lecture.

October 29, 2013 Robert Wu, Binding Barbier: Designer 
Bookbinding in the French Tradition. The Alexander C. Pathy 
Lecture on the Book Arts. 

FrIenDs oF the lIbrarIes leCture serIes 
November 19, 2012 Mary Williamson, From Cheap Dishes 
to Sumptuous Fare: A Cookbook for all Seasons and for All 
Reasons.

February 27, 2013 Michelle Alexopoulos, From Economics 
to Culturomics: What can Library Collections tell us about Inno
vation and Prosperity?

October 22, 2013 Michael Ignatieff, Fire and Ashes: Success 
and Failure in Politics.

Above: Scott Schofield delivers the 2012 Seltzer Memorial Lecture.
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November 12, 2013 Sarah E. Thomas, Horseless Carriages 
and Hybrids: Describing the Library in the Era of the eBook and 
Big Data.

thoMas FIsher rare book lIbrary 
exhIbItIons
April 30 – September 14, 2012 How Does My Garden 
Grow: The Education of a Gardener

October 8 – December 21, 2012 The John H. Meier, Jr. 
Governor General’s Literary Award Fiction Collection

January 28 – May 3, 2013 From Nowhere: Utopian and 
Dystopian Visions of our Past, Present, and Future

May 22 – August 30, 2013 A Death Greatly Exaggerated: 
Canada’s Thriving Small and Fine Press

September 30 – December 20, 2013 ‘Chevalier du 
Bracelet’: George Barbier and his Illustrated Works

rICharD Charles lee CanaDa-hong kong 
lIbrary events 
June 22, 2012 Brilliance, Virtuosity and Creativity on 
Stage: Theatrical Arts in Hong Kong

September 21, 2012 Modern Chinese History as Wit-
nessed by its Contemporaries

October 4, 2012 Art Exhibition: Li Zili 

October 15, 2012 Launch of the Canada Chinatown 
Series: Toronto Chinatowns 1878-2012 

October 19, 2012 Hong Kong Literature and Remem-
bering Shu Xiangcheng

November 11, 2012 Recognizing the Honourable Vivi-
enne Poy on her retirement from the Senate of Canada

December 13, 2012 Celebrating the Honourable Vivienne 
Poy’s archival gift to the University of Toronto Libraries 
and her contribution to Canada-Hong Kong relations 

January 31, 2013 Hong Kong Literature Series: Com-
memorating Yesi 

February 11, 2013 Hong Kong Seminar Series: Economic 
Freedom of Hong Kong 

March 7, 2013 The Invisible Battle: The Contest Between 
the French Catholic Mission and the Late Qing Govern-
ment Over Property Ownership 

March 12, 2013 Visit from a Hong Kong Delegation 
led by the Secretary for Education of the Hong Kong 
Government

May 14, 2013 Book Launch: Passage to Promise Land: Voices 
of Chinese Immigrant Women to Canada by Vivienne Poy 

September 25, 2013 Conference: Chinese Immigration 
to Canada 

September 26, 2013 Press conference for the documen-
tary Lost Years: A People’s Struggle for Justice

October 4, 2013 Seminar: The Macao Factor in Sino-
Luso Globalization

November 13, 2013 Launch of the Hong Kong Basic Law 
Portal

Cheng yu tung east asIan lIbrary events 
Magnificent Chinese Civilization Lecture Series
May 31, 2012 Rosaline Fong Wan Kam, Chinese Minority 
Dance 

June 28, 2012 Wendy Zhang, Culture of Cultivating Life & 
Health 

Tides on Our Pacific Shore Series
September 27, 2012  Arlene Chan, Chinese in Toronto from 
1878: From Outside to Inside the Circle 

February 6, 2013 Dolly Beil, Growing up Jewish in China: 
On the Edge of History (lecture and photo exhibit opening) 

April 3, 2013 Terry Watada, To Go for Broke: The Spirit of 
the 1970s  

April 12, 2013 Janet Lumb, Remarkable Journey: Realizing 
Ideas by Connecting with People and Communities  

October 25, 2013 Dr. Wu Ming-Yi, Evolution of Nature 
Writing in Taiwan; Dr. Darryl Sterk, Clifi: Globalization and 
the Development of Taiwan’s East Coast in ‘The Man with the 
Compound Eyes’

October 28, 2013 King Wong, Being Chinese Singaporean 
Canadian 

November 7, 2013 Dr. Adrienne S. Chan, Diversity in 
Higher Education 

November 15 – 16, 2013 Conference on Nature and Cul-
ture in Taiwan 

Exhibitions 
May 1 – June 30, 2013 Embracing Our Art: An Exhibition 
of Asian Canadian Artists

October 11, 2013 – January 30, 2014 LOVE: A photo 
exhibition by Chinese-Canadian photographer Hu Yang

“I perceive 

the library to 

be a modern, 

efficient, and 

vital core 

facility of the 

university. It 

embodies the 

quiet dignity 

of academic 

aspiration, 

and is 

committed to 

delivering the 

best service to 

its users.” 

MATUre 
sTUdenT, 
OnTArIO 
InsTITUTe FOr 
sTUdIes In 
edUCATIOn
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checkINg IN wITh 
ouR commuNITy
In January 2013, we surveyed University of Toronto stu-

dents, faculty and staff using the Association of Research 

Libraries’ LibQUAL+ survey, which measures user percep-

tions and expectations of library service quality in three 

dimensions:

Affect of Service — customer service provided by library 

staff

Information Control — library resources, collections and 

access to resources

Library as Place — library spaces, facilities and amenities 

The results of the 2013 survey have provided important 

information about our progress on service priorities identi-

fied by library users in the 2007 and 2010 surveys, and have 

helped to shape service priorities for the upcoming year.

aFFeCt oF servICe
Marked improvement has been made in this dimension of 

library service since the 2007 survey. 

Initiatives undertaken since the 2010 survey in 
an effort to improve the library experience and 
increase engagement with students and faculty 
include: 
•	 A comprehensive program of customer service training 

for all staff was implemented in response to the 2007 

survey and continues now as a regular component of 

orientation for new employees. 

•	 Automation of library services, including the installa-

tion of an automated book return system at Robarts 

Library and the introduction of an online fines payment 

system.
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•	 Development of an online FAQ which library users can 

query remotely at any time for quick answers to ques-

tions about library services and collections.

•	 Expansion of service hours and staffing levels for the 

popular Ask a Librarian instant messaging reference 

service.

•	 Outreach and communications librarians were hired 

to improve communication with students and faculty 

regarding available services and to seek feedback from 

library users on a more ongoing basis. 

InForMatIon Control
Significant progress has been made in this dimension of 

library service, which was identified as a priority and area of 

concern for undergraduates, graduate students and faculty 

in the 2007 and 2010 surveys. 

Improvements implemented after the 2007 and 
2010 surveys include: 
•	 Enhancements to the library catalogue interface to 

improve search functionality and results.

•	 Improvements in the quality of catalogue records to 

ensure better access to the full breadth of our collec-

tions.

•	 A virtual shelf browse function was added to the 

catalogue to enhance the discoverability of collections 

distributed across our extensive 44-library system.

•	 Journal series were made retrievable within 24 hours 

from our Downsview high-volume storage facility.

•	 Request forms for materials housed in storage at 

Robarts Library were made available online.

Results from the 2013 survey indicate that faculty members 

remain concerned with library service in this dimension. 

Efforts will be made to reach out to faculty to find out 

more about their concerns in this area and identify poten-

tial service improvements. 

lIbrary as PlaCe 
Renovations to the Robarts, OISE and Gerstein libraries 

over the past several years have been well received, indicat-

ing that we are on our way to meeting the urgent need for 

student space first identified in the 2007 survey. In order to 

fully meet space needs and prepare the next generation of 

scholars to excel in the global knowledge economy, we are 

actively raising funds to build the Robarts Common — a 

vibrant information hub which will be equipped with the 

new kinds of tools and services that students and faculty 

expect and need to succeed in an innovation-based world.

Initiatives undertaken in response to 2007 and 
2010 survey results in this dimension include: 
•	 Major renovations at the Robarts, OISE and Gerstein 

libraries to improve and increase student space.

•	 Upgrades to wireless infrastructure.

•	 Touchscreens and digital building directories were 

added at Robarts Library to help with building naviga-

tion and location of available library workstations.

We are working with library staff to develop an action plan 

in response to the LibQUAL+ survey results, which will 

be made available via the University of Toronto Libraries 

website in the winter. 

“This is one 
of the best 
university 
library 
systems in my 
experience 
and I have 
used university 
libraries in 
the Us, UK 
and India. 
For instance, 
every book on 
India/south 
Asia in the 
social sciences 
is available 
or is made 
available by 
the excellent 
library staff. 
The Inter- 
library loan 
system is 
terrific and 
first rate. They 
have been 
forthcoming 
to almost 
every request 
I have made 
from Indian, 
Australian, 
American 
and british 
libraries.”

AnOnyMOUs 
reseArCher

Facing page: A student uses one of the touchscreens at Robarts Library. 
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sTRATegIc plAN
The central Libraries of the University of Toronto released 

a new Strategic Plan on October 1, 2013: Charting our 

Future: A Strategic Plan for the University of Toronto Libraries 

2013 – 2018. The plan is the result of substantive consul-

tations that took place through the 2012 – 2013 academic 

year with the University of Toronto community of faculty, 

students and staff; library staff in both the central system 

and in our partner libraries on all three campuses; and with 

our peers both locally and abroad in the larger library and 

archives communities.

Our vision for the Libraries is bold, and this plan lever-

ages our strengths to address the unique information needs 

inherent in the next generation of scholars.  

We have developed a plan that outlines five key priorities in 

the coming years. Our choices are focused on serving the 

needs of researchers at all levels.

•	 We	will	grow	our	world	class	collections, expanding 

our strengths in both traditional and emerging direc-

tions in scholarship.

•	 We	 will	 enhance	 our	 physical	 spaces to facilitate 

ground-breaking research, teaching and learning.

•	 We	will	provide	 innovative	 services that inspire the 

generation of ideas and prepare scholars for an infor-

mation-centric world.

•	 We	will	strengthen	our	relationships with our many 

stakeholders, and engage dynamically with the com-

munity of researchers both locally and abroad.

•	 We	will	achieve	these	tasks	through	careful	steward-

ship of our resources and the expert knowledge of our 

excellent staff.

charting  
our future
university of Toronto libraries’ 
strategic plan 2013 – 2018
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This plan will live as an open document, framing the 

overarching ambitions of the Libraries, and providing 

direction to the individual departments which will develop 

and implement specific initiatives to achieve our goals. 

We invite you to continue the conversation. Please share 

your ideas for the Libraries and help us ensure that UTL 

continues to lead strategically to further the mission of the 

University of Toronto today and for future generations of 

scholars. 

To contact the Strategic Planning Steering Committee, 

please email PlanUTL@utoronto.ca.  

comprehensive  
collections

1.  We will strengthen our worldwide reputation for building collections 
renowned for their scope, depth and scholarly impact.

2.  We will enhance access to and discoverability of our collections.

3.  We will preserve our print, digital and media collections for future 
generations of scholars.

singular  
spaces

1.  We will make major capital investments to expand and renovate the 
libraries.

2.  We will provide physical spaces that inspire creativity, accelerate 
discovery and are critical to student success.

Innovative  
inquiry

1.  Our physical and digital spaces will inspire learning and knowledge 
creation, and enhance the University as a learning community.

2.  We will continue to nurture the lifelong information literacy skills of 
our scholars.

3.  We will be the partner of choice that researchers turn to for help find-
ing the quality information they need for scholarship. 

exceptional  
engagement

1.  We will engage deeply with the higher education community on issues 
that impact their scholarship. 

2.  We will partner with colleagues regionally, nationally and internation-
ally to deliver outstanding research services.

3.  We will build a strong culture of user engagement. 

strategic  
stewardship

1.  We will measure our contribution to the successful fulfillment of the 
mission of the University.

2.  We will pursue opportunities to develop new revenue channels in sup-
port of key service areas and new service initiatives.

3.  We will become a nimble organization that is able to continually adapt 
to the rapidly changing information and higher education environments. 

“robarts is an 
amazing place 
to work; and 
the librarians 
there and 
elsewhere in 
the UT library 
system make 
great efforts to 
help everyone. 
Managing 
access to the 
world’s online 
research 
resources is 
an especially 
staggering job. 
you are all 
doing a fine 
job.” 

AnOnyMOUs 
sTUdenT
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It is hard to imagine a loss as profound as the devastat-

ing fire of February 14, 1890. In one horrifying night, vir-

tually all the books in the University of Toronto Library 

were destroyed. From the ashes, a stronger collection 

emerged, and the University saw how compelling the 

Library’s resources are — and not just to students, faculty 

and researchers. Within a few short years, an iconic new 

library was built to house the University’s collections and 

to serve as a place for study and scholarship. More impor-

tantly, donors from around the world restored U of T’s 

resources, and gave rare and important books from their 

private libraries. 

Academic libraries are at a time of profound change. We 

are balancing demand for physical space, the influence of 

electronic information, burgeoning knowledge creation 

and the need to steward resources well.  In a sense, there 

is a parallel to the experience of nearly 125 years ago, as 

the Libraries, within U of T’s Boundless campaign, turn to 

donors for help in meeting the needs of students, faculty and 

researchers. Our campaign goal is $65 million in donations, 

not including gifts-in-kind. We have achieved strong pro-

gress, and the halfway mark is now within reach, thanks to 

our donors. Additionally, since the beginning of the Bound-

less campaign, UTL has achieved more than $115 million 

in gifts in kind which are vital to our aspirations to build 

our great collections for students and scholars. Financial 

contributions and gifts in kind to the Libraries represent 

more than 11% of the total raised within the Boundless 

campaign by the end of the 2012/13 year. In 2012/13 alone, 

the Libraries received more than $9 million in donations 

and gifts-in-kind.

We have more to accomplish before we can claim success. 

UTL is raising funds for two priority capital projects: to 

create student study space within Robarts Library and 

the Gerstein Science Information Centre in the Sigmund 

Samuel Library. On other fronts, we must form dedicated 

endowments for the Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library 

and other special collections so that we can stretch our 

BoundlessAppreciAtion
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resources further and serve the escalating needs of the aca-

demic community. As well, we will deepen our resources 

for curating and preserving ‘born digital’ information.  

Like the Libraries’ leadership in 1890, we are actively 

engaging our friends and new supporters in our endeavours 

“I hope my 
collection, 
with its first 
editions and 
other rare 
items will 
enable the 
University to 
continue to 
attract the 
world’s best 
philosophy 
students and 
researchers. 
I’d like the 
collection to 
grow after I’m 
gone; that’s 
why I am 
establishing 
an endowed 
fund that 
will allow the 
Fisher Library 
to purchase 
items for 
the Walsh 
Philosophy 
Collection 
long into the 
future.”

F. MIChAeL 
WALsh, dOnOr

Facing page: ‘Destruction by fire of the Toronto University, on Friday evening, 14th February.’ From a sketch by F. M. Bell which appeared in the 
March 22 issue of the Dominion Illustrated News, 1890. From the University of Toronto Archives and Records Management Services collections. 
Above: Proposed Robarts Common. Rendering by Diamond + Schmitt Architects.

on behalf of coming generations of students and faculty. We 

are indebted to many donors, notably Russell and Kath-

erine Morrison who are strong advocates for creating the 

best library spaces for students and researchers to learn and 

discover as productively as possible. Through their foresight, 

we have been able to renew Robarts Library. And with their 

help — and the support of other donors — we 

will build a new facility, the Robarts Common, 

which will provide 1,222 more student study 

spaces. 

For more information on the Boundless 

Campaign for the Libraries, please contact: 

Megan Campbell 
Director of Advancement 
mea.campbell@utoronto.ca
416.978.7644

Above: Virginia Walsh; Anne Dondertman, Director, Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library; and F. Michael Walsh, Chair, Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library 
Steering Committee, and member, Board of Advisors, Friends of the Library.
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our Donors
Between May 1, 2005 and April 30, 2013, the Libraries 

received support from many donors and friends in the 

form of cash and gifts in kind. The following lists donors 

of $500 or more. The University of Toronto Libraries are 

very grateful for their generosity, and for the contributions 

of all donors of funds and collections.

Boundlessgiving 
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Cash Donors FroM May 1, 
2005 to aPrIl 30, 2013
Note: Deceased donors are indicated by 
italics

25,000,000 +
russell and Katherine Morrison

1,000,000 – 4,999,999
helmhorst Investments Limited
1 anonymous donor

100,000 – 999,999
The Estate of Helen K. Andrews
Associated Medical services, Inc.
bertrand gerstein Family Foundation
The Estate of Marion E. Brown
The Estate of George J. M. Gale
The Frank gerstein Charitable Foundation
Malcolm graham
George B. Kiddell
The Korea Foundation

henry rodrigues
The Estate of Vlasta Scheybal
Johanna sedlmayer-Katz
F. Michael and Virginia Walsh

25,000  – 99,999
birks Family Foundation
Harald Bohne and Jean bohne
Chris delaney
Janet dewan
suzanne gayn
The gladys Krieble delmas Foundation
The Patrick and Freda hart green 

Foundation
heather, Kate and elizabeth Jackson
Larry Lundy and elizabeth (Langford) Julian
Marie Korey
Larry and Cookie rossy Family Foundation
Mark McLean
Kathleen McMorrow
hilary nicholls
Petro Jacyk education Foundation
r. dorene seltzer

shaftesbury Films Inc.
Jahangir Khan Tareen
John and Mary Yaremko
The John Zdunic Charitable Foundation
Arnie Zipursky
1 anonymous donor

500 –  24,999
Harry F. M. and Marian F. K. Ade
Arthur s. Ainsberg
Larry Alford
Keith Allen
Peter Allen
elizabeth and hugh Anson-Cartwright
Kay Armatage
Associated Producers Ltd.
John h. and Janet W. Astington
Ann h. Atkinson
rosemary Aubert
Aux Amateurs de Livres International
Walter bachinski
donalda e. badone and Louis Badone
John L. ball
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norman r. ball
Margaret Jane barnum
donald W. baronowski
Andrew F. s. bau
John beckwith and Kathleen McMorrow
Wesley and Lucia begg
Patricia L. belier
h. bernice bell
Deborah Berman
david bernhardt
reginald berry
stan bevington
Lois (sutherland) Fleming
elizabeth A. bishenden
Christine F. bissell
Ann black
elizabeth black
robert g. blackburn
robert h. blackburn
J. W. Michael and elizabeth J. bliss
William blissett
The Estate of Ann Boddington
Catherine bode
John bossons
Louis bourgeois
Walter M. and Lisa balfour bowen
Hartwell Bowsfield
robert C. brandeis
John h. brent
The Estate of Peter Brock
brockhaus Kommission sgeschaft gmbh
donald g. brown
John burbidge
Marlies L. burkhard
hope burnam
donna M. burton
Pascal J. Calarco
Lynne Calderwood
Megan e. A. Campbell
ruth-Carroll
Casalini Libri
Cassels brock and blackwell LLP
gray C. Cavanagh
Wendy M. Cecil
diana Chan
John and Vera Chau
China International book Trading 

Corporation
stephen r. Clarke and elizabeth black
John Cleave
david C. Coles
nancy h. Conn
george and sheila Connell
Laurent Constantin
Istituto Italiano di Cultura
eleanor Cook
Judi Cooper
M. Jane Cooper
brian and Linda Corman
The Estate of Marie R. Cornu
betsy r. Cornwell
Myron Cybulsky and Marika hohol
Cypress Avenue Inc. O/A brick
Jiancheng dai
daimlerChrysler Canada Inc.
Valerie F. darling
natalie Zemon and Chandler davis
Mavis davison
C. A. delaney Capital Management Ltd.
susan dierks
Angela Wei djao and Anthony Chan
James b. C. doak
Christopher doda
donner Canadian Foundation
stanley drabek
Florence Drake
rosemarie duguay
Anne and Stefan Dupre

William Peter dykshoorn
george W. edmonds
d. Louise edwards
William edwards
david C. elder
elisabeth P. eldridge
M. e. elliott
Linda M. schuyler
Ingrid and david epp
M. F. Feheley
Paul F. Ferley
Patricia Fleming
The Estate of Mary Elli Fletcher
Carol Fourie
Lyn e. Franklin
robert Fulford
Wai K. Fung
natsuko Furuya
J. h. galloway
L. elizabeth gibson
Clifford s. goldfarb
Klaus Goldschlag
greta golick
M. Elaine Granatstein
Alastair g. and Victoria A. grant
glenn L. greig
Chester and Camilla gryski
h. donald guthrie
neil guthrie
Peter I. and edna A. hajnal
ralph and roz halbert
heather A. haveman
Takeshi and yoriko hayano
Toni and robin healey
Grace Heggie
garrett herman
Lorne heuckroth
glenn david hibbard
Charles C. hill
Michael hill
elmar C. hodsoll
roger holmes
Philippa h. holowaty

James hopkins
rolf hoppe
Michael C. horsch
James r. horwood
gary ross howland
William b. g. humphries
reg hunter
Lois M. hurst
Michael and Linda hutcheon
Ann M. hutchison and James P. Carley
Margaret and edward huycke
Insight Production Company Ltd.
robert Irish
The honourable henry n. r. Jackman
ronald A. Javitch
elisabeth A. Jocz
Ken Johnston
helen r. Kahn
howard L. Kaplan
Karin Kattai
david Keenleyside
William and hiroko Keith
brian r. Kennedy
Min hee Margaret Kim
Kevin Kindellan

diane M. King
susan Klayman
Maria O. Koel
Lea May Koiv
The Estate of Janina Maria Konczacki
Vivian Kong
edward J. Lachowicz
renay Lambert
Anne and Ian Lancashire
r. brian Land
Leslie and Jo Lander
Richard Landon
John e. Lang
Lari Langford
Patrick T. Laverty
John Lawrence
John b. Lawson
b. Maureen Lee
sau Chun Lee
Portia e. Leggat
Lehmann bookbinding Ltd.
Linda r. Levenstein and Larry Levenstein
Joan Lister
Charles Lumsden
Tin yick Lung
James d. MacCallum
george W. MacCready
ronald g. Macdonald
Carolyn Macgregor
Oriel C. L. MacLennan
Marion e. K. Magee
Kaloian Ludmilov Manassiev
ronald Mann
Anita Marcus
diane Marrow
neil Marshall
Katharine J. Martyn
nancy Matthews
Joan and Ian McCausland
Leslie M. McIntosh
Michael and Jeryn McKeown
elizabeth J. McKinstry
duncan McLaren

Virginia and r. Peter McLaughlin
suzanne McLean
donald McLeod
randall McLeod
James h. Mcnair
Joseph Medwecki and Antonia Medwecki
david Melnik
Michael and Jane Millgate
John Millyard
Cheryl Misak
Felix Mockus
donald e. Moggridge
Carl W. Mollins
Carole r. Moore
dan Mozersky
Karen A. Mulhallen
ronald Mullen and elizabeth (blackburn) 

Mullen
robert J. Mulvaney
Marilynn A. Murphy
stephen Murray
deborah A. nathan
Mariel O’neill-Karch and Pierre Karch
Oriprobe Information services Inc.
d. Jean Orpwood

“[Your] … support helps to preserve knowledge and inspire new discoveries… The research support 
and employment opportunities … allowed me to have a fulfilling undergraduate learning experience.” 
Helen Huang, Master of Science in Planning candidate, U of T, 2014
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simon Ortiz
Karin h. Outram
John E. J. Overs
ericka M. Palma
Thomas Pam
george Parker
Mary Ann Parker
david Parsons
Alexander C. Pathy
david Pelteret
Lubomyra C. Pendzey
david h. Pentland
John and Mitzi Pepall
Peter Paul Charitable Inc.
Paul s. Philbrook
Felicity J. Pickup
beth Potter and sean Wilmut
The honourable Vivienne Poy and neville 

g. Poy
Jennifer M. Puncher
Maxwell e. Quackenbush
James rainer
Joan r. randall
ruth redelmeier
The Estate of Nancy Harvard Reive
h. Michael L. rosenstock
Carol g. rothbart
royal Ontario Museum
stephen rupp
Paul g. russell
daljit s. samagh
Tim savage
stephen Cletus schmidt
Thomas T. schweitzer
Caroline seidl Farrell
Robert G. Shelley
sherritt International Corporation
hacques F. shillingford
donald e. short
nan shuttleworth
sonja sinclair
sir Walter scott Club
Arthur smith
douglas smith
Wiebke smythe
Carlo P. spadoni
starmark International Inc.
Andrew M. stewart
brian stock

Patricia and david stone
William P. stoneman
Colin Andrew M. stuart
Anne b. sutherland
John H. and Constance A. Sword
barbara e. Tangney
C. Adrienne Taylor
TeLUs
steven Temple
dana Tenny
Virginia n. Tenny
brian g. Terry
Isabel M. b. Thomas
Leslie Thomson
Kathryn J. Thornton
Frederick J. Thorpe
John b. Tinker
Jennifer Paula Toews

Thomas Tordoff
Lydia Torok
Leon Tretjakewitsch
Michael Ukas
harry Underwood
guy and sandra Upjohn
robert Ursan
Johannes VanderLeest
Zulfikarali Verjee
Wasyl Veryha
elaine P. Vieth
Josy Visscher
gilbert Walker
Marion Walker
Wentworth D. Walker
edith M. Wallace
germaine Warkentin
John Weatherall
Jenaya Webb
bruce M. Westwood
James W. Whaley
Jean I. Whiffin
brenda Whitlock
Mary F. Williamson
donald r. Wilson
The Estate of John Wilson
Joan Winearls
Joan Wood
Alexander b. Woodside
Jay yedvab
Kent young
sunny s. yu
Peter L. yung
Janine M. Zend
elaine Zinkhan
47 anonymous donors

gIFts-In-kInD Donors  
FroM May 1, 2005 to  
aPrIl 30, 2013
Note: Deceased donors are indicated by 
italics

10,000,000 – 24,999,999
Insight Production Company Ltd.
Lionsgate entertainment Corp.

5,000,000 – 9,999,999
Arnold gelbart / galafilm Inc.
shaftesbury Films Inc.
96 anonymous donors

1,000,000 – 4,999,999
Associated Producers Ltd.
blueprint entertainment Corporation
breakthrough entertainment Inc.
Mark Catroppa
Cauldron holdings Inc.
Leonard Cohen
entertainment One Ltd.
Linda M. schuyler
bernie Finkelstein
robert Lantos, serendipity Point Films
Farley Mernick

Michael and Jane Millgate
s. & s. Productions Inc.
Monty sikka
1 anonymous donor

100,000 –999,999
Alert Music Inc.
Jo beverley
stan bevington
ric esther bienstock
J. W. Michael and elizabeth J. bliss
Frances and Jeffrey botnick
Frank bueti
Joe bueti
Vince bueti
J. edward Chamberlin
douglas Chambers
george elliott Clarke
Teresa da Costa
Peter b. ernst
The evans Family
Filmgroup.TV Inc.
Colin geddes
Mark J. C. godlewski
Jean handscombe
garrett herman
Lawrence A. hill
Michael hirsh
david holt
simcha Jacobovici
george Jonas
susan King
Richard Landon
Frank Lavitt
Alberto Manguel
ronald Mann
david Mason and debra dearlove
ron Mernick
Peter M. newman and susan Keene
Victor Peters
John C. Polanyi
radke Film group Ltd.
John reeves
Judith robertson
John T. salvendy
Lawrence sherk
Josef Škvorecký
sunshine smith
sam solecki
david solway
Antonio spezzano
Francesco spezzano
serafino spezzano
Vincenzo spezzano
gunild spiess
John d. stanley and helmut reichenbacher
Dr. Ralph Stanton
steam Films Inc.
rosemary sullivan
h. Leonard and Pam L. sussman
Jay h. switzer
Margo Timmins
Michael Timmins
Peter Timmins
F. Michael Walsh
Patrick Watson
Jean I. Whiffin
richard b. Wright
7 anonymous donors

25,000 – 99,999
Carl Alexander
James W. bacque
baidar bakht
barna-Alper Productions Inc.
Jack h. batten

“I know firsthand that U of T’s libraries are a great Canadian treasure. Preserving the cultural and historic 
record, supporting today’s students so they become tomorrow’s leaders…— this is what we do.” 
Jesse Carliner, Master of Information candidate, U of T iSchool, 2013
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david and debby beatty
Igor n. belousovitch
Carl C. berger
robert C. brandeis
Jennifer s. h. brown
robert C. brown
Lucie bryan
Pier K. bryden
Mary burns
barry Joseph Morley Callaghan
James b. Campbell
Jack and sue Chambers
John W. Corson
Adrian gibson dafoe
delaney and Friends Cartoon Productions 

Ltd.
Kathleen devecseri
dun & bradstreet Canada Limited
robert J. dynes
Patricia eberle
Myrna elliott
J. bruce Falls
george Fetherling
Joy seyffert
elizabeth Fincham
Alan Finlayson
beth Follett
donald Forbes
neva Fowler
J. barry French
Albert d. and nancy Friedberg
Michael gervers
Camilla gibb
Mary gilliam
Felix golubev
Margaret bloy graham
george grant
Peter C. greenhill
Andrew s. gregorovich
david grenville
david hare
Jean-Charles hare
Paul A. hare
Maureen scott harris
T. richard harshaw
gerry and georgia helleiner
deborah hobson
heather Ann howard
Marshall J. L. hryciuk
James N. P. Hume
E. Robert Hunter
Martin and Judith hunter
International rocketship Ltd.
beverly and Milton Israel
Robin Jackson and heather Jackson
brian d. Johnson
david Johnston
grant Johnston
William Johnston
sean Kane
William and hiroko Keith
Walter A. Keyser
Miro C. Klement
david Laidler
daniel Lang
simon Langlois
Virginia Lawson
richard borshay Lee
Oonah McFee
Thomas F. McIlwraith
don McKay
John and Myrna Metcalf
Michael Miller
donald e. Moggridge
Lorraine Monk
Christopher g. Moore
goldie Morgentaler
Karen A. Mulhallen

J. Fraser Mustard
William and Lora e. nelson
OPC.TV Inc.
eric Ormsby
Charles s. Pachter
Michael Pantazzi
H. Rosemary and David Partridge
Paul Michael Pashkievich
Alexander C. Pathy
Luana Maria Peters
robert Priest
david rayside
Margaret reid
Larry Wayne richards
Peter richardson
roger harris
Jan Rubes
Thomas T. schweitzer
Johanna sedlmayer-Katz
Joseph W. shaw
John g. slater
beverley slopen
ray smith
Faye smith rosenblatt
soft Citizen Inc.
Peter h. solomon
Peter stoicheff
Allan J. stratton
george swede
richard Teleky
James e. Till
rhea Tregebov
Vapor Music Inc.
Thomas b. Vincent
daniel g. Weinzweig
bruce Whiteman
barbara eileen Williams
Mary F. Williamson
Morris Wolfe
david young
5 anonymous donors

500 – 24,999
Marjorie Abrams
elvi Aer
John C. Allemang
William r. Allison
Veronika Ambros
donna T. Andrew
edward g. Andrew
Luba Andrews
elizabeth and hugh Anson-Cartwright
raiyomand Antia
Bluma Appel
Melvin robert Appell
susan M. Arbuckle
James Armour
sascha Armour
david and Jane gray Atkins
robert C. Austin
barry M. Avrich
donalda e. badone and Louis Badone
donald n. baker
Frederick and yvette baker
Helen G. Balfour
Celia Baltzan
edward J. barbeau
Frederick J. bargmann
Jon C. Barlow
Marina barnstijn
dennis and Alice bartels
herbert basian
Anthony J. batten
Tabitha baumander
Miriam beckerman
sterling beckwith
Margrit beesley

h. bernice bell
naomi bell
Joy I. benner
david bernhardt
Christine F. bissell
bill bissett
g. bisztray
david L. blewett
Oliver botar
robert bothwell and gail Corbett bothwell
Larry and Paula bourne
Jason boyd
Paul boytinck
Tim brac
graham s. bradshaw
helen breslauer
daniel brooks
Mark J. Brousseau
Christine brown
harry brown
russell M. brown
John W. browne
Cathy bruce
rorke b. bryan
robert J. brym
Mona M. buckerfield
Terry buckland
natalie bundza
Michael burgess
yvonne M. burgess
Leah burke
steven bush
dan Calinescu
elspeth Cameron
elizabeth Campbell
robert Campbell
Pearce Arnold Carefoote
Pearce James Carefoote
James P. Carley
Janet Carlile
Jacqueline Carlos
Lars Carlson
Peter Carstens
glenn h. Carter
Cintra Cassidy
sean Caulfield
sharon Celniker
Mildred Chamberlain
Anthony bernard Chan
Tien Chang
Merle Chant
Jason Chertin
rudi Christl
Foti Cici
eileen davidson Clairmonte
hilary Clare
Miriam Clavir
sue Colberg
William e. Conklin
eleanor Cook
Afua Cooper
susan Cooper
harold Corrigan
holly J. Coupey
Aileen Cowan
Vernon d. Crawford
James Cumming
Marion e. Current
Caryl Pines Curry
Micheline Cyr
Ian h. daniel
Anna M. dart
Ian F. darwin
robert A. davidson
shelley dawson
hans b. de groot
bianca de la roche
doreen A. del Vecchio
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barbara A. dempster
Ken dent
William dick
Virginia dixon
robert dolphin
Michael W. donnelly
Jan drabek
n. A. F. dreisziger
stanislaw dubiski
nelsona Constance dundas
Klaus and Marjut dunker
Paul duval
Fredrik s. eaton
susan eckenwalder
Samuel Eckler
scott M. eddie
shane ede
Paul ehrman
Joan eichner
Colin eldridge
Patrick emmenegger
Pamela erlichman
don evans
david J. Fader
Fania Fainer
Carol Farkas
harry Fauquier
rudy W. Fearon
Paul J. Fedwick
Ann s. Ferguson
diane Fleming
John F. Flinn
Katalin Floszmann
rose Fogelgarn
Peter g. Forbath
Antonio Franceschetti
roberta Frank
Aleksander Frejszmidt
Marinella Frescura
Marty and Judy Friedland
elizabeth Fry

grete Lotte Fuss
Melvyn Alan Fuss
J. h. galloway
brian galvin
Ken geller
Ahmad Alavian ghavanini
Lily y. gibson
stephen g. gilbert
sara ginaite
bill gladstone
Kazimierz glaz
Alexander globe
Marie-Christine and Karol J. M. godlewski
shelagh goldschmidt
Clive e. goodwin
rosemary gosselin
Peter J. gottlieb
Allan gould
Kathleen Graham
John K. grande
berton g. grapes
Karen greene
Peter C. greiner
R. Douglas Griffith
Phyllis grosskurth
gilda s. grossman
david gurin
Anna hagan
harold hagan
raymond e. hainsworth
Peter I. and edna A. hajnal
ronald hambleton
diana O. harney
Peter d. harris
Jonathan L. hart
Clifford Lee harvey
Mary E. Harvey
Madeleine boucher harvie
bruce Jonathan hayne
Frederick steven hayne
heather e. hayne

Toni and robin healey
Conrad e. heidenreich
Carl W. heimrich
doris hellstern
dennis C. helm
Ildiko hencz
douglas henderson
eliane herz-Fischler
roger herz-Fischler
Peter Heyworth
Vanessa T. higgs
elizabeth hill
Arthur J. hilliker
John hillman
Julius Hoenig
r. brian holmes
Alan horne
david K. horner
Marguerite e. hunt
Colleen hutton
eric hutton
gary hutton
Jim hutton
Barbara Ann and Lawrence Hynes
Monica hypher
nicholas and Cecilia Ignatieff
Anatoliy Ilchuk
Wendy Innis
John M. Irwin
Zarina Jabbar
S. W. Jackman
heather, Kate and elizabeth Jackson
Karl Jaffary
nicholas Arthur robert Jamieson
Tilly Janowitz
robert e. and Laura C. Johnson
nora Jones
Laurie Lynn Joyce
Tibor Juda
helen r. Kahn
Ilja Kalis
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roxanna Kamal
William Kaplan
sophia C. Kaszuba
shelagh Keeley
Marjorie e. Kelley
Irwin Keltz
Penny Kerpneck
Ksenya Kiebuzinski
hyunsuk Kim
sang-hyun Kim
Karen Kinnear
Rose Kirsh
susan Klayman
naomi Klein
reuben Klein
george J. Kleiser
eric Knibbe
yun Fun Kong
Marie Korey
Jacques and Mona Kornberg
Martin h. Kosoy
Irving and Florence Koven
Olga M. Kowal
Christine Kudryk
stephen b. Kurtz
nadiya Kushko
Lynne Kutsukake
Julia Kwong
Thomas Lahusen
Anne and Ian Lancashire
r. brian Land
Leslie and Jo Lander
Wolf Larisch
Jacqueline Larson
John Laughlin
Lys Cambridge Laurence
balfour Le gresley
W. H. Le Riche
Malcolm d. Lester
Anica Letic
Linda r. Levenstein and Larry Levenstein
Trevor h. Levere
Michael d. Levin
Michael Levine and John gilford Moore
Terry and Beatrice Levis
Michelle Lewin
Peter K. Lewin
dongqing Li
Katherine A. M. Lochnan
Martin Lockshin
Kurt Loeb
nancy Logan
Vladimira Luczkiw
erica Kwei Jen Lui
Charles Lumsden
blanche Lund
Peng Ma
robert Macbeth
duncan J. MacCrimmon
Kyo Maclear
Kenneth r. Macpherson
Donald A. MacRae
edna Magder
Paul Magocsi
Andrij Makuch
M. Kent Malcolm
Maria Rika Maniates
roberta Markus
Michael and randi Marrus
Wilma Martinuk
Thomas Martone
Katharine J. Martyn
Maria M. V. Marujo
robert and renwick Matthews
Margaret L. May
John Mayhall
Lynda McAdam
Patricia McAdie

elsie McCallum
beth McCarthy
evva McCarvill
Alison Mcdermott
Ann McJanet
deborah Mclennan and daniel brooks
donald McLeod
John T. McLeod
harold Medjuck
diane Mew
Volodymyr Mezentsev
Anna susan Michelacci
K. d. Miller
Mary Anne Miller
John Millyard
Joan M. Moes
gwendolyn Mokrynski
John g. I. Mokrynskyj
Jearld F. Moldenhauer
Ian Montagnes and elizabeth W. Wilson
John gilford Moore
Carl Morey
Alice Morgan
Chava Morgentaler
Thomas Morley
Hugh Whitney Morrison
John S. Muchin
david Charles Fraser Muir
benjamin T. Murata
gavin Murdock
Patrick Murphy
Janice Murray
Martin g. Myers
Ira nadel
Judith nagata
Lora e. nelson
Peter W. nesselroth
shirley C. neuman
William newton
Irene romana nosyk
steve nugent
david Q. O’brien
Richard O’Connor
Mariel O’neill-Karch and Pierre Karch
Virginia Opper
david n. Orenstein

ryan A. Pacheco
Michael Page
shane Pagnini
stella Palikarova
Penny Parmenter
nancy Paterson
Stephen Geoffrey Pearce
John Peers
John and Mitzi Pepall
Kay Petkovich
Kim Philip
Christine d. Pickering
damiano Pietropaolo
henri Pilon
Judith Pocock
Peter and Tamara Potichnyj
Alison Prentice
Pressnet Inc.
Maureen Price
dalia and ginutis Procuta

guido and Olga L. Pugliese
b. david Pullan
remigiusz Pulwer
Anatol Rapoport
robert rash
Wayne s. ray
Irene reesor
Alexander reford
helmut reichenbächer
bertha reine
Judyth rekai
Kati Rekai
Julie rekai rickerd
Tetiana rewa
Janet richard
robert A. richter
John riddell
erika e. ritter
eric n. robertson
norman h. rogers
richard roman
h. Michael L. rosenstock
Carol g. rothbart
brian John rowe
benjamin rubin
hsiao-Wei rupprecht
barbara rusch
Anne ryckman
F. Michah rynor
Paulina sacharczynsky
A. edward safarian
rowan and Tammy sage
Janet W. salaff
Zdenka salivarova-Škvorecký
William J. samarin
Tim sauer
roger M. savory
ezra and Ann schabas
benjamin schlesinger
Miriam schneid-Ofseyer
bruce schroeder
Maia O. scott
Fern sellers
helen semotiuk
Jaroslaw semotiuk
roman r. senkus

Jack r. shapiro
Katy sharma
robert and Jessica shelley
Robert G. Shelley
shirley Laura shields
Tang shih-I
Marian shtyka
James C. M. shute
Amy shyr
Jurate siciunas
Jose r. F. silva
Judy A. silver
roger W. silverthorne
Lillian sim
sam simchovitch
ernest sirluck
Clare C. J. sirman
Kenneth s. skolnik
david W. smith
shelagh Jill smith
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“Robarts Library has some of the rarest movies, TV shows, experimental films and other media in the 
world. I’ve borrowed videos for classes as well as for pleasure and watched movies in the new theatres 
to get their full experience.” 
Ammar Ijaz, Psychology Student, Hart House Employee, Multi-Media Maven
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Ivo smrz
Oksana and Kon sokolyk
harold A. spence
robert A. spencer
Margot St. Jacques
T. A. g. staunton
guy st-denis
John Steinsky
Jan Steinsky-Sehnoutka
Voy stelmaszynski and boguslawa Trojan
richard stern
simon stern
Claude n. r. stewart
P. stookes
John h. stouffer
Maria subtelny
sarmite surgeoner
s. sutcliffe
neil sweezey
Wasyl sydorenko
Andrew e. Tafler
Catherine h. Tafler
Emil J. K. Talacko
susan Talacko
Tom Talacko
howard Tanenbaum
Anne Tanner
Avery L. Teplinsky
randall g. Terada
susan Coxeter Thomas
Carl Tomlins
nada Tomovich
Carol Torrance
Philip M. Trott

sai hoi Tsao
Chi Tsun Tso
Carolyn hughes Tuohy
Mihkel Turk
richard J. Tyndorf
guy and sandra Upjohn
Frederic Urban
Mario J. Valdes
gerry van houten
Angela Vassos
r. M. Vaughan
Christopher J. Vert
heinrich von Fintel
Keith Walden
barry Walfish
brian M. Walker
Peter d. Walker
dorothy A. P. Walters
Wesley Wark
germaine Warkentin
Jean Weihs
Owen White
Andrew T. M. Wickens
Giles Wickens
Maxim M. Wickens
Paul Wickens and sharon geraghty
simon Wickens
stephen Wickens
Jane n. Widerman
Vivian M. Wilcox
James T. Wills
Paul r. Wilson
Thomas g. s. Wilson
Andrew M. Wilton

elizabeth Wilton
Jennifer Wilton
Peter donald Wilton
Joan Winearls
david J. s. Winfield
Mary P. Winsor
suzanne Winter
henryk Wojcik
Matthew Woodruff
eric s. Wright
dennis h. Wrong
robert Wu
Marion e. Wyse
Anna yanovsky
Joan yolleck
Ian young
benson yu
Chai-shin yu
Oksana Zakydalsky
nadia Zavorotna
nada Zgomba
Yaroslava Zorych
38 anonymous donors

Questions or comments? your feedback is 
important. Please contact:

Karen Turko  
Director, Donor Relations  
k.turko@utoronto.ca  
416.978.7654 

Richard Charles Lee 
Canada-Hong Kong Library 
Community Volunteers 
•	 Godwin Chan

•	 Wayne Lee

•	 Bernard Luk

•	 John Man

•	 Justin Poy

•	 Neville Poy

•	 The Honourable  

Vivienne Poy 

•	 Stephen Siu

•	 Bammy Wong

•	 Chuck Wong

•	 Dawn Wong

Library Book Room 
Volunteers
•	 Julia Antonoff

•	 Tessa Bishop

•	 Sandra Dixon

•	 Adrian Mitter

•	 Agata Park

•	 Ross Petras

•	 Michael Rosenstock

•	 Theresa Ryan

•	 Wiebke Smythe

Volunteer Tour Guides 
•	 Ihor Prociuk (Coordinator)

•	 Bev Coburn 

•	 Margaret Dowling 

•	 Brigid Elson  

•	 Carol Farkas 

•	 Mary Gardner 

•	 John Lang

•	 Kwai Li 

•	 Melanie Milanich  

•	 Susan Weiler 
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we would like to thank our community volunteers who have offered 
their time and expertise in support of the libraries this year: 
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Photos top to bottom: President David Naylor, Ihor Prociuk and Chancellor Michael Wilson; President David Naylor, Bammy Wong and 
Chancellor Michael Wilson. ©2013 Gustavo Toledo Photography

We would like to congratulate Ihor Prociuk, who has received a 2013 Arbor Award for his volunteer work on 

behalf of the University of Toronto Libraries. In his role as volunteer tours coordinator at Robarts Library, Ihor 

has recruited and trained dozens of senior alumni to orient new undergraduates to Canada’s largest library. In 

addition to scheduling tours for hundreds of students each term, he provides many tours himself, and feedback 

from students makes it clear that they appreciate his lively approach, warmth and vast knowledge of the system. 

The Libraries would like to extend our sincere thanks to Ihor and to all of our volunteer tour guides for helping 

to make our complex library system accessible and inviting to new students.

Ihor Prociuk and bammy wong, 2013 arbor award recipients

Bammy Wong, as an advisor and volunteer for the Richard Charles Lee Canada-Hong Kong Library, has greatly 

enriched the Library’s community connections. His leadership roles in the Asian Business Network Association, 

the Golden Donation Endowment Canadian Chinese Outreach and the Fu Hui Education Foundation have 

provided him with an outstanding foundation for his contributions to the Library’s advancement and outreach 

initiatives.
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Last winter we invited students at all 44 of our libraries to 

snap a photo and tell us in 140 words or less, what they 

love about UTL. We received over 150 entries in 21 days 

and short listed 10 finalists for online voting. Almost 1,400 

votes were cast and four winners were announced on Feb-

ruary 15. 

sTudeNT peRspecTIVes
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